In this paper we present a novel approach for energy efficient hash table design. Hash table is a common approach to build associative arrays, database indexes and various kinds of program-defined caches. These data structures play a crucial role in modern feature-rich mobile applications. It in turn leads to significant power consumption associated with their use. However, modern hashing techniques are suffered from large probability of collision in the case of hash size acceptable for mobile devices. This makes it necessary to perform additional energy-inefficient memory access operations to resolve these collisions. We propose hashing technique with lower probability of collision for the hash of the same size. We show that unlike existing collision free approaches our hashing method has a much broader area of applicability. To support these claims both theoretical and experimental studies are presented. Experimental comparison with existing approaches has shown significant improvement of energyefficiency for common applications.
Introduction
Mobile devices should work fully autonomously in autonomous mode using portative power supplies only. It makes their energy efficiency an extremely important problem. There are few ways to improve energy efficiency. One of them is to improve microelectronics technology. Decreased electrical capacity of the gate leads to reduction of power consumption per each gate in digital circuit. It can be achieved by reduction of gate size. [1] Another way is dynamical control of voltage supply and clock frequency of digital circuits according to performed tasks. This approach suggests compliance of operating systems and applications for mobile devices to given requirements [2] . The main mechanism is to switch the mobile device in "sleep mode" that have to be supported by operating system. [3] All these ways are universal and independent on algorithms used within applications and operating system functions.
In order to ensure high energy-efficiency, algorithms targeted to mobile devices should be developed with minimal memory and computational requirements. This is general requirement for all algorithms. Other requirement is speed. In many cases these requirements cannot be achieved simultaneously.
One of the common types of algorithms is ones based on lookup-tables. Some applications require to determine if some data point belong to one or another group based on some criteria. For instance, it can be classification of pictures according presence of particular person or smiling faces in it. Another important example is separation of descriptors according to some features.
In some applications there is a need to have ability to modify behavior and update its lookup-tables when objects transit from one class to other or when information about object's class becomes irrelevant. Important example is the routing table in mesh network of mobile devices. When some device appears or disappears in the network area or move from one location to another. Another example is switching tables in network switches.
These tasks are usually being solved by self-learning lookuptables. That's why development of methods for lookup-table design and efficient algorithms to update or search information within the table is an actual goal.
Some of application dependent of lookup-tables are supposed to work in real-time. In such situations the time to update data or to perform a search within it is limited. Quite often this time may be about few microseconds. This is the case for packet switching or routing with use of self-learned lookup-tables. All operations in this type of tables should be performed in time interval between two packets as shown on figure 1 for Ethernet. In case of on-thefly processing the time to search data in the table for correct switching or routing could be limited by nanoseconds. The most efficient way of lookup-tables design is hashing tables [4] . However, this approach has a disadvantage -there is possibility for several different search keys to have equal hash. This situation is called "collision". There are many was to resolve collisions in hashing tables. All of them take additional time and computational resources. Not resolved collision is the cause of wrong search result. In case of classification task it means false negative or false positive results.
In this paper we discuss methods of hashing lookup-table design for applications in which is able to have non-zero probability of false positive or false negative results of search. We show that convenient hashing tables design methods have lacks and propose method to improve hashing table efficiency. Also we propose the method to find the "ideal" hashing strategy for applications in which searching results should be exact.
Hashing efficiency
The method of blocks is convenient method for hashing tables collision resolving. According to this method for each hash value several cells is allocated to store search key. In the case of collision the search continues in next cell until the match is found or an empty cell is reached. We have shown that this method does not eliminate the probability of collision, but rather provides a reduction to an acceptable value. To assess the efficiency of table design method we compare amount of memory to store the lookuptable and the probability of non-resolved collision.
The collision probability is the ratio of number of all possible combinations of searching keys that give us collision Q and the number of all possible combinations of searching keys W:
To find the collision probability let's make following definitions: l r  -is the number of all possible searching keys; r -the number of possible hash values; m -the number of existing at the moment searching keys; k -the number of cells in the table for one hash value l k  . Below we use the following denotes: X -the number of elements of a finite set X;
-the number of m-combinations of a set of n elements, for 0   n m . We can think of hashing process as the process of dividing of the set of all search keys A to subsets
,..., , 2 1 with l elements in each. The hash value for each search key in one subset is the 
Let's find the range of values B T s  . Any allowable set B satisfy to conditions:
. Thiese conditions may be rewritten as system of inequality:
Opposite is also true. For each integer s from band (4) may be found allowable set B satisfied the condition : s T B  . To construct such a set we need to perform next procedures:
The first procedure can be accomplished in 
From (3) and (4) Let's derive expressions for collision probability for lookuptables designed by convenient method.
Using (1), (2) and (5) we will have: For k=1
.
For k=2 we have: As you can see, the expression becomes more difficult with the growth of the number of cells in a block.
For example for the Ethernet MAC-addresses l r  is equal to 48 2 . For 10-bit hash r = 1024. Fig. 2 shows dependence of the collision probability from the number of nodes in net m of blocks k=1, k=2 and k=4. For this example the required amount of memory for lookup-table is 256Kbits.
In the system proposed by the McNeil patent [5] with a memory amount of 8 Mbit, a 15-bit hash was used. We have calculated the probability of collisions for the system. It was approximately 7 10  for 1000 network's nodes.
Figure 2. Collision probability for convenient method
Thus even for method of blocks the collision probability do not reach zero. We can provide acceptable level of collision probability only by use of different methods to reduce this probability, such as parallel hashing or adaptive hashing.
Proposed method
Any classification database can be represented as set of labels which associate objects to particular class. For example, in case of use of hashing table as filtering table within network switch, we can split filtering table to several ones according to the number of switch ports.
We propose to exclude the storage of the searching keys in the table. According to proposed method, only the information on the object's class should be stored in the table. We propose to store two flags in lookup-table. One of the flags has non-zero value when an object belongs to a given class. In other words, searching key is belonging to the set of existing keys. The other flag is nonzero if object is not of this class. Thus the amount of required memory to store the table will decrease. But we will not be able to use a mechanism of collision resolving.
The collision in this case of lookup-table design takes the place only if both flags have non-zero value for the same hash.
So we should estimate the collision probability for proposed method. To solve this problem we use previous definitions with some additions: m -the number of existing at the moment searching keys belonged to the class;
n -the number of existing at the moment searching keys not belonged to the class.
Let's suppose set B contains searching keys belonged to the class and set C is consisted of searching keys not belonged to the class. The elements of set B are randomly selected from set A (all existing searching keys). And the elements of set C are selected from the set B A \ . All selected elements have same probability to be chosen.
We can construct sets of hash values for sets C and B. It is:
The condition of collision to come upis following:
Let's find the probability that intersection of L and M is empty. Let's call "good" any pair of sets B and C if they provide that event. Then probability of collision is a probability of opposite event.
To solve this problem let's solve an auxiliary problem. Let's denote as   l m t r ; or shorter as r t the number of m-elements
Suppose k as minimal integer number greater or equal to l m : If r=k then
. This is equal to the number of all possible m-elements subsets of set A (from (7) 
Every summand in equation (9) may be denoted as 
Using the mathematical induction let's replace r to p within (8):
Let's replace sum indexes p and i within (11) to
. Let's solve next system of inequalities:
Then (11) can be rewritten as:
The last sum of this expression can be simplified: 
To provide a positive value of collision probability it is necessary and sufficient to satisfy condition (13). Then for each
. Each the pair is belonging     
Thus we have an expression to find probability of collision for proposed method: 
. Figure 3 shows the results of calculating collision probability for proposed method. The bold lines show values of the probability in dependence on n and m. The diagonal axis s is the sum of n and m. Here we can see that for equal s the worst case in since of collision probability is when n=m. To compare the probability of collision for convenient and proposed methods we calculate collision probability of lookuptable without keys storing with the same size as in the previous example (256Kbits). The figure 4 shows results of comparison. is for proposed method. Line 4 for the case when n=m. Line 5 for the case when n=8, and line 6 for n=2.
Using of parallel hashing can give dramatic improvement of method efficiency as shown in [6] . In the case of using parallel hashing collision came up when we get collision in all of parallel tables. The condition of collision is following:
According (15) we calculated collision probability and compared it with previous example. The results are shown on figure 5 were got with the following conditions: 12-bit hash, 8 parallel tables, 4-bit record length in each table, no searching key storing (line 4). Summary required memory size is 128KBit. Line 1 for convenient method (10-bit hash, 64-bit record length, total 256 Kbit). Line 2 -2 parallel tables, no searching key storing, total 32Kbit. Line 3 -4 parallel tables, no searching key storing, 64Kbit total.
From figure 5 it is clear that even for 4 parallel tables the collision probability is much lower than for the block method. In addition, the total memory size to allocate the tables for proposed method was per 4 times lower than the reference method.
With the increasing number of parallel hashed tables up to 8, the tables size was 128 Kbit, and the collision probability was lowered to minimal, as for the reference method, the memory size of the table was 8 Mbit meaning a reduction of 64 times in memory usage.
During the studying of relation collision probability of lookup-table table designed by proposed method we found an optimal number of parallel tables for a fixed total memory size. figure 6 shows the dependence of collision probability according to the number of parallel tables. The number of existing keys was S = 1000 and for total memory size of 32 Kbit (line 1), for 64 Kbit These results suggest an optimal number of parallel tables for every fixed total memory size to allocate parallel hash lookuptables.
"Ideal" hashing
The ideal hashing or perfect hash function allows to avoid collision at all.
We can try to find the perfect hash function by changing the hash calculating way if we detect the collision state. But this approach has a lack. We need to rebuild or refill the table after hash function changing. It may take much time depends on size of table.
To eliminate the lack we propose to combine parallel hashing with a mechanism of perfect hash selection.
One of the parallel hash tables should be to change its hash function. If collision detected, we change way of the hash computing -choose another hash function for this table. The bank of hash functions for choosing for adaptive hashing should not contain the hash functions used in other of parallel hash tables.
Usage of the adaptive hashing gives us geometric distribution of collision probability in depends on number of hash functions in bank of adaptive hash functions v. Collision probability decreasing according following expression 
here t P is collision probability for t parallel hash tables before changing the adaptive hash.
Thus, if initial collision probability for proposed method was 2 10  , in case of collision detection, the first iteration of hash function changing will give us 4 10  , next iteration - 6 10  e.c.t. As we can see, the required amount of memory is similar to the proposed method of parallel hashing without searching keys storing, but thanks for adaptive mechanism we can decrease collision probability to required value. Besides we insignificantly los the hash table in the process of changing the adaptive hash function. This is because of we have several other parallel tables that keep working during adaptive table is rebuilt.
Conclusions
The proposed in the paper approaches to design hash lookuptables allows dramatic decrease the amount of required memory without losing efficiency of lookup-table performance. Besides, these approaches are ready to be realized as IP-cores or ASIC microchips that can work with much more lower clock frequency and supply voltage. It can reduce the load to the CPU and main memory of mobile device.
Proposed method allowed to reduce the power consumption of network switch up to 4 times is comparison with convenient method. This result was confirmed in stand tests.
